**SPECIFICATIONS**

**PROCESS AIR FLOW** 150 CFM  
**REACTIVATION AIR FLOW** 50 CFM  
**REACTIVATION HEAT** 9,725 BTUH  
**TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION** 3,850 WATTS  
**TOTAL WEIGHT** 135 LBS  
**DESICCANT ROTOR** SILICA GEL  

**NOTES**

1. Case is all stainless steel construction  
2. React & Process Outlets equipped with air volume dampers  
3. 30% Replaceable Filter  
4. Allow a minimum of 5% make up air on Process Inlet  
5. Silica gel desiccant is embedded in rotating wheel  

* TYPICAL PERFORMANCE *

- 75 DEG. F @ 50%RH - 5.0 LBS/HR.  
- 75 DEG. F @ 30%RH - 3.2 LBS/HR.  
- 75 DEG. F @ 10%RH - 1.2 LBS/HR.